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Abstract

The influence of sheared equilibrium flows on the confinement properties of toka-

mak plasmas is a topic of much current interest. A proper theoretical foundation for

the systematic kinetic analysis of this important problem has been provided here by

presenting the derivation of a set of nonlinear electromagnetic gyrokinetic equations

applicable to low frequency microinstabilities in a rotating axisymmetric plasma.

The subsonic rotation velocity considered is in the direction of symmetry with the

angular rotation frequency being a function of the equilibrium magnetic flux sur-

face. In accordance with experimental observations, the rotation profile is chosen

to scale with the ion temperature. The results obtained represent the shear flow

generalization of the earlier analysis by Frieman and Chen I where such flows were

1E. A. Frieman and Liu Chen, Phys. Fluids 25,502 (1982).
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not taken into account. In order to make it readily applicable to gyrokinetic parti-

cle simulations, this set of equations is cast in a phase-space-conserving continuity

equation form.

I. Introduction

A large number of the microinstabilities believed to be detrimental to energy

confinement in fusion plasmas, fall in the category of low frequency (w << fli, with

fl_ being the ion gyrofrequency), long parallel wavelength (kllpi << 1, with pi being

the ion gyroradius) and short perpendicular wavelength (k±pi _ 1) fluctuations.

The governing set of equations for these important instabilities were first developed

by Rutherford and Frieman 1 and, independently, by Taylor and Hastie. 2 Later,

Catto 3 introduced the very convenient gyrokinetic variables, and Catto et al.4 as

well as Antonsen and Lane _ presented the electromagnetic generalization of the

linear gyrokinetic equations. The first nonlinear extension of this formalism was

derived by Frieman and Chen. 6

In all of the studies just noted, the distribution function is separated into equi-

librium and perturbed parts. The equation for the perturbed distribution function

is then given in terms of the equilibrium distribution function and the perturbed

fields. However, gyrokinetic particle simulation methods 7,s often require an equa-

tion for the total distribution in terms of the perturbed fields which are in turn

obtained by Maxwell's equations. This formalism, which is nonlinear by definition,

was first developed by Lee _ for electrostatic perturbations in sheared slab geometry.

Dubin et al.9 then derived an appropriate energy-conserving form of this system of



equations using perturbative Hamiltonian methods. The extension of this formal-

' ism to general geometry was subsequently carried out by Hahm. 1° Electromagnetic

effects in sheared slab geometry were introduced by Hahm et al.11and the extension

of this analysis to general geometry was addressed by Brizard. 12

An important physics feature absent in the gyrokinetic formalisms developed

earlier is the possible presence of large equilibrium flows in the plasma. Toroidal

flows comparable in magnitude to the ion thermal speed and scaling with the ion

temperature have in fact been observed in many fusion devices, 13,14and the rele-

vance of such flows to tokamak energy confinement has been discussed by several

authors. _5-_7It is thus important to properly address the issue of toroidal rotation

in a gyrokinetic framework. Even though the existing gyrokinetic formalism can be

easily modified to treat large parallel flows properly, the fact that in realistic toroidal

geometry; e.g., finite aspect ratio tokamak, the parallel direction has a large poloidal

component, invalidates simplistic assumptions regarding the equilibrium. The only

realistic equilibrium flow on the time scale of interest has been shown 18-2°to be in

the toroidal direction provided that the angular rotation velocity is a function of

the poloidal magnetic flux. This is due to the fact that a differential rotation on a

flux surface can twist the field lines and change the field strength. 21

In this paper, a set of nonlinear gyrokinetic equations that properly treat equi-

librium toroidal flows is derived. The analysis is carried out by separating the

distribution function into equilibrium and perturbed parts and in that respect can

be seen as the toroidal flow generalization of references 4 and 6.

• The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the symmetry

properties of the magnetic geometry and the toroidal flow considered are discussed.
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Sec. III describes the familiar gyrokinetic ordering in the presence of toroidal rota-

tion, and the coordinate transformation to the moving frame is presented in Sec. IV.

The gyrokinetic variables _, # as constants of motion are described in Sec. V followed

by the calculation of the perturbed distribution function in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII

the gyrokinetic equation is transformed to cll,# space and cast in the continuity

equation form suitable for gyrokinetic particle simulation. Finally, a summary and

discussion of the paper is given in Sec. VIII.

II. Geometry and Sheared Flow

The magnetic field for general axisymmetric toroidal geometry is given by:

B = I(¢)V(+ VCxV( (1)

where ¢ is the poloidal flux and ( is the toroidal angle variable. This corresponds

to

V¢ =-R2BxV¢= R_xB (2)

where

lye[ = RBp, IV([ = R' V(.V¢ = 0, _ = RV( (3)

with

v¢
fi.V¢ = 0, Bp-- VCxV¢- Bp_x_, and _ =- RBp" (4)

The equilibrium flow considered is in the toroidal direction with the angular

frequency wa being a function of the equilibrium magnetic flux surface. Specifically,

v = (5)
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where R is the major radius. As pointed out in a number of earlier studies, ls,2°

' this form describes the only sustainable plasma equilibrium flow with a magnitude

approaching the ion thermal speed. From Eqs. (1) and (5) the following useful

relations are readily obatined:

V.VV.V = 0, V.VQ = 0, V.VV.fi = -fi.VV.V,

fi.VV.fi = 0, fi.VV = V.Vfi, and V.V = 0 (6)

where Q is any scalar equilibrium quantity.

III. Ordering

To facilitate the systematic solution of the gyrokinetic equation, first recall the

familiar gyrokinetic ordering parameter _ = (p_/L). Here L is the shortest equilib-

rium scale length in the plasma, typically the minor radius in a toroidal geometry,

and Pi - vti/_ is the Larmor radius of the majority ion species in the plasma

where _ =- qB/mc is the Larmor frequency. For any perturbed quantity, 6Q, the

appropriate ordering is

If .VSQI I(O/ot+ V.V)SQ[~ ~ (7)

Note that this ordering for (0/c0t + V.V) assures that time variations "in the rotat-

ing frame" are much slower than the gyromotion. However, this does not necessarily

imply that c0/c0tand V._7 individually have to be small with respect to the gyrofre-

quency. Later in the analysis it will be obvious that these two derivatives always

b
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appear together and can be viewed as

0

0 0

v.v ~ (8)

where tR would correspond to the time variable in the rotating frame. Although it

may seem that a tranformation to the rotating frame in the form Xrot = Xlab - Vt

and Vrot = Vlab- V would be an appropriate choice, we point out that this would

unnecessarily complicate the analysis since V is a function of x. Even in the simpler

case of rigid rotation; i.e., WR = const., this would be the case since the rotating

frame is not inertial. The appropriate coordinate transformation chosen is presented

in the next section.

IV. Coordinate transformation

The familiar Vlasov equation in the lab frame is given by:

df Of Of q ( v_B) Ofd--_-= 0--_-+ V'_xx + -- E + _ .-- = 0 (9)m 0v

where f is the total distribution function. Following Catto et al.,2° we transform

to a coordinate frame 'that is shifted by V in velocity space but unchanged in

configuration space. Specifically, the transformation {t, x, v} ---, {t', x', c} is given

by:

t'= t, c = v - V, and x' = x (10)

with the derivatives being expressed as

0 0 0 0 0 c3 cO (11)0_ = Ot--7' Ox - VV. _c + Ox---7' and 0-_ = 0---_'
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Since the distinction between the primed and unprimed variable is only relevant for

' the partial derivatives, the superscript can be dropped from t' and x'. The Vlasov

equation in the "rotating frame" becomes:

dj" _ O._.f_f cgf - (c + V).VV.Of + q ( + ).--=0 (12)dt- 0t +(c+v)'_x x ac m E' CXBc OfOc

where E _ = E + (V ×B)/c is the electric field observed in the rotating coordinate

frame. The requisite electrostatic potential ¢-1 for the lowest order force balance

is then given by:
VxB

V¢-1 = _,
C

and the subscript (-1) refers to the ordering of this potential with respect to tem-

perature; i.e.,

Iq(I_-ll _ 0(/_-1).T

Note that in the expression for ¢-1 it is usually not necessary to include the pressure

gradient term -VP_ since it would formally be 0(1) in the core region of the

tokamak.

V. Gyrokinetic Variables

In order to facilitate the analysis, it is desirable to make a gyrokinetic change of

variables from {t,x,c} to {t, E, #, R, a}. Here, _ corresponds to particle energy in

the moving frame, # is the magnetic moment, R is the guiding center variable, and

a is the gyrophase angle. We define B _ [B[, ff = B/B, f_ =_qB/mc, Cll _=ff.c,

c±- (I- ffff).c, and

c = cliff + c±(_1 cosa + _2 sin a) (13)
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where q, and m are particle charge and particle mass respectively. Throughout the

text, c, clj, and cx will be used to refer to the velocity variable, and c will be reserved '

to refer to the speed of light to avoid confusion. The unit vectors _1 and _2 are

arbitrary and satisfy el × e2 = fi, and _1-_2 = 0.

A. Energy

For the energy e to be a constant of motion it is of course required that

de

d-t = 0. (14)

Seeking a solution order by order, we can take e = e0 + el +... where el/eo "_ (.9(_).

Using the total time derivative in the form

dt Ot + (c + V). - (e + V).VV. + -q E' + _ .-- (15)m 77_ C 0C

and defining the lowest order energy as

c_ c_ V 2
eo= _-+ 2 2 +q0°' (16)m

Eq. (14) is satisfied to lowest order; i.e.,

ds2-°dt~ A-_"

In Eq. (16), the first term is the kinetic energy in the rotating frame, the second term

is the centrifugal potential energy and the last term is the electrostatic potential

energy. The lowest order electrostatic potential in the lab frame, ___, does not

enter this expression since it was transformed away to satisfy the force balance. In

previous work 2° it was shown that _0 is a poloidally varying potential set up by the
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electrons to achieve quasineutrality by compensating for the ions that are pushed

' outward by the large centrifugal force they experience due to their mass. As a crude

approximation this potential will scale as:

M_V 2
Iq(I)ol"_ ---_ "_ Ti (17)

provided that the rotation velocity can be comparable to the ion thermal speed.

The drift velocity due to (I)0will then be small compared to the thermal speed, i.e.;

IcV, oX -/Bl~ co(A). (18)

This is also in line with the assumptions regarding the equilibrium electrostatic

potential (I)0in earlier derivations. 3-6

To next order, i = 0 yields:

0_1
-(c + V)._TV.V -(c + V).VV.c - _-_a = 0 (19)

where use has been made of the relation

qc×B 0 __gt 0
m c Oc Oa

The first order energy el can now be readily evaluated from Eq. (19) by integrating

over a. This yields:

1
+ v).vV.cix + cix + v)

"[" I(C-LX rl'VV'C-l- "[- C-L'VV'c.I-X rl)] + (El>o_ (20)

Although (_1)_, the gyrophase independent part of _1, is formally of the same order

as the gyrophase dependent part, it is clear that as in previous calculations 4,6 it

• is not necessary to explicitly evaluate this term when obtaining the lowest order

perturbed distribution function.
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B. Magnetic Moment

Similar to the energy variable, one can show that the magnetic moment variable

#0 defined as

(21)#O-B2

satisfies/2 = 0 to lowest order. For #1, the O(_) correction to the magnetic moment,

the constraint h = 0 correct to O(£ 2) then yields:

1

(c + V).V In B - --_(c + V).Vfi.ciB2

1

- _-(c + V).VV.c,- --qLV¢o._,- a Oul,_ B 0---_- = 0 (z2)

It is straightforward now to obtain #1 through integration of Eq. (22) in a, the

gyrophase angle:

B#I = B (P,1),x- C-l-'CD-Jr-_"_(c/'VV°cxXfi + C_I_Xfi.'VV'CL)

Cll' • fi.Vfi.c±)]+ _--_(c± Vfi.clx fi + c±X (23)

where

co= fix V¢0+5-VlnB+(ctlfi+V).(VV+ctlVfi). (24)

In the expression for CD the first term is the E x B drift, and the second term is the

VB drift. Using the properties of V one can show that V.Vfi = fi.VV, and the

third term can accordingly be written as:

(cliff + V).(VV + cllVfi ) = c_fi.Vfi + 2cllfi.VV + V.VV. (25)

I

Note that the first term in Eq. (25) is the familiar curvature drift, the second term

is the Coriolis drift, and the last term is the centrifugal drift.
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C. Guiding Center Coordinate
6

The "guiding center" coordinate R is defined as:

. cxfi

R-=x+_. (26)

Using the expression for the total time derivative given by Eq. (15) leads to:

R = (c+v). °R (_+ v).vv. °R + q -veo + _ ._. (27)
0x 0c m \ 0c

Carrying out the gyrophase averaging over a then yields:

= +v + (2s)

where V and cliff are evaluated at the guiding center R.

The gyrophase angle a is the fastest varying coordinate of the particle. To lowest

order, the total time derivative of a along the unperturbed particle orbit is given

by:
da

d-T= -f_ + O(_). (29)

Although it is straightforward to calculate higher order corrections to &, it is un-

necessary to do so (as will be evident in the course of the present analysis).

D. Equilibrium

Denoting the distribution function at equilibrium by F -- feq and using the prop-

erties of the gyrokinetic variables introduced in the preceding section, the Vlasov

operator acting on this function can be expressed as:
J,

dF OF i OF . OF OF OF
d---t-= 0---_+ -_e + #-_ + &-0-a-a+ R._0R. (30)

J
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Since _ and /2 are required to vanish to all orders and since 0/0t operating on

equilibrium quantities is also zero, the significant terms involve R and &. Note that

to lowest order

__OF
o_ =0 (31)

which can be satisfied if F is independent of the gyrophase angle. Using this prop-

erty of F, the gyrophase average Eq. (30) yields:

"0-'R = 0. (32)

Since V. _ acting on equilibrium quantities is zero, the largest term in Eq. (32) is

,, OF
clln'OR

which is O(_). Thus,

F = f(e, #, R±), (33)

will satisfy F = 0 to O(A2). This is sufficient to calculate the perturbed distribution

function to lowest order.

VI. Perturbed Distribution Function

We define the perturbed distribution function 6f via f = F + 6f, with F being

the equilibrium distribution function whose properties are given by Eq. (33), and

6f is ordered as

_f ~ o(_).i F

The Vlasov equation for perturbed quantities is:

d6/d__i.= mq VO + c Ot c (e + V)x(VxA) ._0 (F + 6/) (34)
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where ¢ and A are the perturbed electrostatic and vector potentials respectively.

" We adopt the familiar ordering I_1 ,,_ tvtA/c[ and Iq¢/T I ,,_ O(,1). Using the fact

that the equilibrium distribution function is independent of the gyrophase angle a,
b

the velocity derivative on F in Eq. (34) can be expressed as:

OF _ O# OF Os OF OR OF+ _ .-- (35)
Oc - 0c O# Oc O_ Oc OR

Then, defining 5h as the non-adiabatic portion of 5f via

'f=hh+ qm(O VcA) 0F_ +mq IOF(Bo#_ V.Ac CllAl')+c AXfiB"--0R'0F(36)

i
Eq. (34) becomes:

+ _ o--_=

q V_+ (c+V)x(VxA) • ----+--_+ +R,,_.
c at c aca_ ac a_ -aTcb-ffj

Here Rnl is the nonlinear term given by:

( lo 1 )Rnl = q V_ _ (c + V)x(VxA) 06fm c Ot c "O---c (38)

Using the equilibrium condition

d..__FF=O(,12) with g=0 and t2=0,dt

yields

( ) ( )d OF d OF d OF ,,_0(,12 )d-t _ "__ "_-_ _ "
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_ (V±[¢ A.V A.c _1 ) Oe_
+ cj.Vg).--. (44)c c c 0c

,1

Similarly for Gj, we obtain:

BG_ = _ + cl,fi.V + V.V ¢ A.Vc c'C

_(o .Vc
- _e.Vfi.A - Alle.Vfi.c - c.VV.A AIIV.+ VV.fi

C C C C

C C m c

+ cl.VA • .
c Oc

Finally, GR to O(X 3) can be expressed as:

G_= B c c ×fi" (46)

With regard to the first term in Eq. (38), the total time derivative of 5h along

unperturbed orbits is

dSh 05h - 05h .05h (47)dt = 0--t+R"0-R-+a--Oaa

where i = h = 0 is used. To lowest order & ,,- -ft such that

_a05h
Oa =0 (48)

must be satisfied. This can only be true if 5h is gyrophase independent. Hence,

by taking the gyrophase average of Eq. (42) we obtain a simplified equation for 5h
t

in terms of the equilibrium distribution and the perturbed fields. Correct to (.9(_2)

15



Eq. (38) is written as:
r

_ +R.gK eh+ -- + + nt-Rnl = 0 (49)

The gyrophase average of this equation then yields:

[°_-_+<R> .V. 5h + q OF q OFo-_(c_)_ (c_)+<c,lo.v,,_+<R.,>o=o._ m O#

(50)

Using the gyrophase averages of the various terms in Eq. (50), which are derived in

App. A, Eq. (50) becomes:

[o o] o)+(_,,_+v+_)._ eh= _o_ _ +v._ <_>o

q [OF I_.OF]-_ + ! (AHc± AcH>m B0#j fi'Vv" c c .

OF 0<_>
q b--_n×_ {(c_+ v).vv + vv.(c_t_+ v)} - q--_-fio<_>oOFm gt OR raft x 0_ "O--R

+o-_ N +(c,la+v +¢_).?-g - <R.I>_ (51)

where

A.V A.c
• -_ (52)

¢ C

with its gyrophase average given by:

<_>o: _o(_ _,.v__,,c,,)_+_c_____"c (_)
Recognizing the total derivative in Eq. (51), it is convenient to define:

5h = - q OF
m--B0---_<$)_ + @' (54)
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Note that the gyrophase average of the nonlinear term yields:

mQ OR aR
b

Finally, collecting the resuits from the steps just described produces the gyrokinetic

equation in the form:

[o ] ( 0)_-_+(C, fi+V+CD)" 0 q OF 0-5-ff = mOE +V.Vff (56)

q [OF 1O__] <A,el Ac,}m O-E+B fi.VV, c c

+m_OEfi×_qOF 0 0R(_>"'((c"fi + V).VV + VV.(c, fi + V))

OR "OR fix . .OR 0R

Here, the term on the lefthand side is the linear propagator. The first term

on the right is the adiabatic heating term, the second term is associated with the

perturbations to the energy and magnetic moment, the third term comes from the

free energy due to sheared flows, the fourth term is the familiar linear drive due

to radial equilibrium gradients, and the last term is the usual E×B and magnetic

flutter nonlinearity in covariant form.

VII. Transformation to (Cll,tt) Coordinates

The equation derived in the preceding section [i.e., Eq. (56)] is not readily adapt-

able to most present day gyrokinetic particle simulations. In these simulations the

' prescription for the distribution function usually involve the coordinates (v,, #, R)

in contrast to (E, tt, R). In our formalism this would correspond to the (cll,#,R).
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coordinates. In particular, the transformation is given by:

q V 2
t'= t, _ll= (_- #B- _¢o+ y),

#'=#, R'=R, and o/=a,

and the partial derivatives in terms of the new variables are expressed as'

0 0 0 0

Ot Ot" Oa Oa"

( )OR - 0R' #_'B + qx7¢o- VV.V 1 0m CllOCll'

0 10 0 0 BO

0-_ = clt Ocll' and O# 0#' cllOCll (57)

Note that the superscript ' from these variables can again be dropped once the

partial derivatives are performed. Defining

5/-5g+ q 1 OF (et) ,
m cllOCll

the relation between 5f and 5]"then becomes:

5.f= q 1c9F (AIICl' (_))+ q IOF[A;-5 ]inchOc,, c .. mB o_ + (_'- <,r>o)+,sf. (ss)

Hence, Eq. (56) can now be written as:

05f R(1) 05f (o)05f _R(1).0F (1)OF /_(1)OFo--i-+ (it(°)+ )'-5-ff+e,_ o_s--T= or -eH Oc_--,- o_ (so)

18



where

R (0) - Cllfi+V+CD

mf_ xV A.V A.cC e a

m c c a

fr_ 77_

]_(1) : q fi.VV. ( All" cllA / (60) 'mB c c a

with the expression for CD being given in Eq. (24). The superscripts (0) and (1)

in this equation denote the time derivatives with respect to equilibrium and per-

turbed quantities respectively, rather than the gyrokinetic ordering; i.e., all terms

in Eq. (60) are correct to O(_2). Note that since

o _,,,1,))+v. (R(°, R,_) o(_) 61)(B/_ (1)) -I- _ (B(c',I(°) + + '_ , (

this form of the gyrokinetic equation can be cast in the desired phase-space-conserv-

ing continuity equation form. Specifically, using z = {Cll,#,R}, and /_ - _f + F,

Eq. (59) can be expressed as:

• o-7°(B_/)+_.°(zB_/)~o(z). (62)
o

19



The exact form of the phase-space volume conservation equation can be derived us-

ing symplectic perturbation theory. 22 However, for purposes of gyrokinetic particle

simulation, Eq. (62) is sufficient. 23 The Poisson equation and Amp@re's law then

complete the requisite system of equations to determine the perturbed fields ¢ and

A. The Poisson equation and Amp@re's law can be evaluated in either gyrokinetic n

or laboratory coordinates depending on the gyrokinetic simulation algorithm used. 24

VIII. Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, the important dynamics associated with subsonic sheared flow

have been systematical!y incorporated in a derivation of the nonlinear electromag-

netic gyrokinetic equation for general axisymmetric magnetic field configurations.

The gyrokinetic variables are appropriately modified in the presence of such flows.

For example, the lowest order unperturbed particle energy e0 in the moving frame

can no longer be taken to be a constant of motion. Calculating the correction

terms to e and #, the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation describing the evolution of

the nonadiabatic portion of the perturbed distribution function is derived. This is

presented in Eq. (56) with the physical significance of each term explained. In order

to make these new results readily applicable to gyrokinetic particle simulations, the

relevant set of equations have also been cast in a phase-space-conserving continuity

equation form and given in Eqs. (59) and (60). Summarily, the present paper has

provided the formalism needed to carry out a proper kinetic analysis of the influence

of sheared equilibrium flows on the confinement properties of axisymmetric toroidal

plasmas.
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Appendix A. Gyrophase Average of Quantities in Eq. (50)

The gyrophase average is defined as:

1 2_r

{'"i.--2rf0 da... (A1)

where R, _, and # are kept constant. For perturbed quantities • and A, the familiar 4

eikonal approximation has the form:

¢(x,t) = ¢(x,t)exp(iS(x)). (A2)

Here, the eikonal S(x) captures the fast perpendicular variation in _, and ¢ is a

slow varying function of x. Further requiring ft. VS = 0 corresponds to V × ki = 0

since VS = k± for purposes of gyrophase averaging. Since R is held constant during

gyroaveraging, x can be expanded around R to obtain:

O(x, t) "_ _(R,t)exp(iS(R)+ ip.VS).

where p = c±×fi/gt. The gyrophase independent portion of perturbed quantities

can be expressed as:

¢(R,t) - ¢(R,t)exp(iS(R)), and ._(R,t)- ._(R, t) exp(iS(R)). (A3)

Using W S = k± the gyrophase averages of various useful quantities can be calcu-

lated; i.e."

(exp(ik±.p)). = J0

22



(k±.c±exp(ik±.p))_, = 0

ic± T
(c±exp(ikx.p)),_ = -_,1 k± x fi

cz_2

(k±.c±cxexp(ik±.p))_ = --_-zJ1 kx

czf_T c_ j,(c±czexp(ikz.p))_ = _1 k± kz+ -- k±×fi k±×fikl k,

ic2,f_
[J_ _ J1] (k± k±xfi+ kzxfi k±)(A4)

where the argument of the Bessel function is (k±c±/f_), and J_ denotes the first

derivative of J1 with respect to the argument.

It is important to treat the gyrophase average of terms like V.V(I) and V.VA

properly. Since V.V acting on perturbed quantities is formally of (.9(1), (Ik±V ,,_

_1), we have p.VV._7(I) ,,_ O(A). Hence, the fact that gyrophase averages are

performed holding (R, e, #) constant, requires us to expand V around the guiding

center coordinate R, such that

V(x) = V(R) c'x r_.VV.f_

Furthermore, when the Coulomb gage (V.A) is employed, the parallel and perpen-

dicular components of the vector potential scale as:

Ik, A,I ~ Ik_.AI. (A5)

Hence, using the ordering/%/k, ,,_O(A), it is apparent that the component of the

' vector potential along k± is O(A) compared to the parallel component All. Without

23



loss of any generality, we can then take:

h -- Allfi + i/_11klx fikl (A61

where /_11is the magnetosonic perturbation and -411is associated with the shear

Alfv_n waves.

Appendix B. Calculation of {G_/a

Using the expression for G_ from Eq. (44) and the velocity derivative of the first

order correction of s,

0_: 1 {0--J = -_ _(f_.VV.c_x_+c_x_.Vv._)

+ (_×vv.(c,,_+v)- (c_+v).vv ×_)
1

+ _(fix VV.cz- c±.VVxfi+ c_xfi.VV + VV.c±xfi)

- _(c±xfi.WV.fi + fi.WV.c±xfi) , (B1)

the expression for (G_>_ can be written as:

0 V.V) [(I) A.V A,,cI,

-- C a C C "-_C c,

c 0c/_ c _
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r. i_ _,, j i_,t_,
+_"vvk'X_'L_'_c o_ _

i[ ( _.v _,cll/ _]+_ Jo _ +a_C C _'_

x (k±× fi.WV.(qtfi + V) + (cliff + V).VV.k±xfi). (B5)

where we have made use of the fact that

V.V = k_xfi.VV.k±xfi + k_.VV.k± = 0

since fi.VV.fi = 0. However, since it is often not desirable to deal with this result

in Fourier space, we can use the transformation, ik± _ V_, to obtain:

< A /G_) = + V.-_--_ • + fi.VV. (B6)
a C C a C C a

+_ ×((c,,_+v).vv +vv.(cH_+v)).v • A.vC C a

Appendix C. Calculation of (GI}_

Similar to the calculation of <G1_>_,we can calculate (G_} . Equation (46)canOt

be written as:

G. ---=- -x7 -t-cilfi'V -t-V.V (I) -- • c.V In BC C

(oo- -_. + V.V + In B - .Vfi.c
C C C C

A,,_.VV.a+AHV.VV._-A"V.V_._+A_c.VV.a
C C C C
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(_) c±.VAIt 0_ A,icl,
+ q All fi.V(I,o + V_ .0t,_ ft. fi.Vfi.c±

m c 0c c 0c c
0

- _ + V.V - c.VV. c c - cllcl"Vfi'_c

+Vx (Ax_ic±) 0#1 c±.VA± 0#1"0c c "0--'-C-' (Cl)

To carry out the gyrophase average of this equation requires the expression for

0#1/0c, which can be calculated from Eq. (23):

0#10__c. c±xfi.WlnBfi fi (2cllfi.Vfi fi.VV V.Vfi)B = -c, - cl - _c±x ft. + +

1
(I - tiff). (fix (VV + cllVfi ) - (VV + qiVfi)x fi).c±4_

4ac±l ....(fix(VV +CllWfi ) (VV +CllVfi)xfi ) (I tiff)

fi

4flcx. (fix Vfi - Vfix fi) .el. (02)

where CDis given in Eq. (24).

Starting with the terms involving (_ - V.A/c) we have:

/[ ] / [ ],/c4/_ ¢ A.y c.VlnB =-(Joqlfi+Jl-_xz±xfi).WlnB e; i.VC a C

and

A.v o.,\:
c Oc /_ kx dlK±×fi'WlnB

¢
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After some cancellations, the terms with (¢ - A.V/c) can be expressed as:

0

Here we have used the following identities4:

k,xfi.Vfi.k,xfi + k,.Vfi.k, k2(V.fi fi.Vfi.fi) 2^= - = -k_n.V InB, (C6)

Vxk±= VxVS = 0, (C7)

k,.Vfi.k,= -k±.Vk,.fi= -fi.Vk,.k, = -k_.Vk_, (C8)

and

Proceeding with the calculation of the terms with All we have:

< (0 ) AllCtt > (0 )AiiCll cl_ AllCl,- _-_+V._7 --Cc _=-J° _-_+V._7 _c + J_kJ_ c k]_._TV.k±,

(CLO)

- - = -Jo (CII)
C a C

<AIIClIc'VlnB> =Joc_fi'VlnB+jlic±AIICllk±×fi._71nB, (C12)C ct k.L C

iCEAIICllcfi.Vfi.k±×fi- ,/1 _ c- c'Vfi'c = -J1 k± clot

- J_ k±x fi.Vfi..k.LX fi,
J
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( _ } ic±AIICllk.Lxfi._TV.fi, (C13)- c.XTV.fi =-J1 k± c

iv  oo/}  oo/• m a c

( _ ) ic± All V.Vfi.k±x fi, (C15)- V.Vfi.c =-Jl_- cot

=,C a _-£ C

} - ic±A1,cll
V±AIICll.Ott--_l = -iJo AIiCllk±'CD- J1 kaxfi.Vln B

c 0c _ c k± c

CL ./T-Ilql(k±xfi.(VV + ctiVfi).kLXfi - ki'(VV + ctlVfi)'kaxfi ) ,+J1 2_2kx c

(_ ca'VAt, fi._c) = J1 ic±7tlt(2cllfi'Vfi+fi'VV+V'Vfi)'k±xfi_c¢ a

2k2 c c±h±J1 (k.LXfi.Vfi.kLxfi-- k L'Vfi'kL),

and

(-_fi.Vfi.c±) =-J1 ic±/T,,c,Lfi.Vfi.k±x ft. (C17)a kj. c

Using these identities, we can write the terms involving All as:

B
vo + (cllf_+ V + cD)'w_ c k± c

where
2

fi._,cl I= _ cy. fi.VlnB - q---_fi._7¢o + _q fl.XzV.V, (C19)
• 2cllB mcll mcll

t
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and

J_ = Jo - k_--_J_ (C20)

has been used.

Finally, we can calculate the terms with A±. The gyrophase average of each of

the terms in Eq. (C1) are:

( (0 )Al_,c± / c± (0 )/_,, , c_ /_,,k±.VV.k± '- _--_+V.V =Jl-k'_ _+V.V--+Jlk2a cC -a C

(c21)

Btlfi'VV'k±xfi + J1 ca.Biik±xfi.VV.k±xfi ' (C22)
(-c.VV.AI)_ =-do _ c _ c

- clJfi'_'A±'c± = -J1 fi.VA±.k±x fi, (C23)
C --or

(_c,,cx.Vfi.A± } = jICHC±/_" k±xfi.Vfi.k±x fi, (C24)C a _3 C

< _"l" Al "Cl 0_1 >c Ggc a icA_ B[[ kl"CDC ic2m['( y_c k±__)cA.• = J1 _ _ J1 kA_xfi.X7In B

+j_ 2gtC_k_/_ll(k±x fi.(VV + qlVfi).k±xfi- kA_.(VV + cllVfi).kA_)C

and

- c "O----c,_ = k2 c k±cAJ1 k±xfi.VlnB

_"B'_(k_x_.(VV+ _,,W).k_xa-k..(VV+c_W).k_).- J1 2k_ c

Hence, for the terms with AA_;i.e., BII, we obtain:

B b_+(cH_+V+c_).v L_B _ _ c

3O



Thus, we obtain the final result:

• a C C a

C C c_

With respect to (G_)_, we again follow similar procedures (i.e., making use of

the expressions for gyrophase averages given throughout this Appendix) to obtain:

=_nx_7± Jo _ c c +_J1 • (C27)
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